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The Heralds of Government
Or How Can We Decide Our Future?
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What world do we want to live in?

the COVID-19 pandemic has definitively confirmed the need to abandon traditional objectivity in media

The basis of the argument
… or “lessons from the pandemic crisis”
• the pandemic has its global causes (mobility, travel industry, international business) which should
be socially recognized (Ulrich Beck)

• a global emergency is capable of provoking a radical response with environmental consequences

(e. g. reducing the pollution – up to 30 %, see M. Sulaman, L. Xingle Long & M. Salman, “COVID-19
pandemic and environmental pollution…” Sci Total Environ, 2020); at the same time the global
policy can push back important climate solutions (Council of the EU – Common Agricultural Policy,
see: https://slakner.wordpress.com/2020/10/02/the-councils-position-on-the-cap-2020-greenambition-worse-than-you-thought/)

• decisions have to be based on the expert knowledge, but the decision-making should involve the
whole society

• local-global context
• when public space is restrained, media are necessary

S. J. Ward, Invention of Journalism Ethics, McGill-Queen’s Univ. Press, 2004.
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TRADITIONAL OBJECTIVITY
the news is objective when it is a factual and accurate record
just informing – eliminating commentary, interpretation,
being “neutral”

PRAGMATIC OBJECTIVITY
objectivity is a means of attaining truth, just judgement and moral action

Objectivity
Stephen J. A. Ward, Ethics and the Media, CUP 2011

• ontological objectivity – reality independent on the subject; it explains the
subjective-objective distinction as a diﬀerence between reality and
appearance

• epistemic objectivity – a property of people’s beliefs and methods of inquiry,
methods for testing hypotheses; two forms: absolute (truths are known with
certainity) / fallible (beliefs are rather more accurate, reasonable, betterevidenced)

• procedural objectivity – fair and reasonable decisions in the practical, public

areas of life – correct decisions; impartially acting towards the parties aﬀected
by the decision – fairness
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P. Scannell, Media and Communication. London: SAGE, 2007, pp. 255–256.

Public Service Broadcasting
Creates a kind of public sphere, which – albeit being bourgeois:
- remains defensible & resisting the profit-oriented mentality
- remains defensible & resisting the manipulation of public opinion by political
parties and governments
- asserts a right of access to public life from which the majority had been excluded
- asserts the right to hold politicians accountable

Critical Discourse Analysis
N. Fairclough, Media Discourse (1995); Critical Discourse Analysis (2010)
• order of discourse (television news broadcasting) and communicative event (Události, Czech TV,
March–April 2020)

• communicative event to be analysed:
• text (multifunctionality: ideational – representations, interpersonal – identities & relationships, textual)
• discourse practice (production and consumption)
• sociocultural practice (economics, politics, culture – values)
• order of discourse operates with discoursive types:
• genres
• discourses

Method
Události, Czech TV
• the main news broadcasting, 7PM every day, cca
58 minutes each

• qualitative – CDA, language analysis
• analysed elements in the text:
• discourses
• genres
• relationships
• identities
• sample: selection from March, one text from April for
comparison (n=6, March–April – N=60)

• data were saturated (low variability of the analysed
elements)

Czech TV is under pressure for a
long time (politics – M. Zeman/ANO/
SPD, The Czech Television Council
– “moral majority”) – precaution;
long-term financial sustainability is
problematic, marketization; on the
other side – people trust the
television (62 %, Digital News
Report 2020; 56,8 % FOCUS), albeit
the trust is descending, lockdown –
ratings increased.

The erosion of political system in
Czechia, neoliberalism (“to run the
state as a business”), “cultural
wars” (three dividing lines – social
inequality, the development and future
of the society, migration), populism;
on the other hand – majority agrees
that the climate change is a threat
(Rozděleni svobodou), concerns for
the future are the starting point for
joint decision-making

(Fairclough 1995: 79)

In March, the prime minister
Andrej Babiš arranged a meeting
with Czech TV, TV Nova and
Prima TV management and
appealed to them.
(source: HN 27. 3. 2020, p. 10)

“We are not like politicians, we work hard.” (Andrej Babiš)
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dominant discourses: law, security, economic, logistic, administration, private
…was translated to…

public

newsreader, reporter,
government & authorities,
experts = “objective”

private
business, families,
consumers, volunteers,
medics = “subjective”

no clear boundaries were maintained between representing and
represented speech in the case of administrative, economic and legal
discourse – the governmental agenda became mixed with and
indistinguishable from journalism – that is how both the crisis and
the solutions were naturalized and depoliticized
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measures and decisions were “objective” and necessary (impersonal, not political)

issues and concerns were “privatized” (particular subjects), solutions “commodified”
(innovations, economical discourse – “demand for…”) or mere technical issue

PEOPLE

MEASURES

subjects of law
parents

GOVERNMENT

reflexive verbs, law, impersonal
AUTHORITIES

employees

administration, logistics

business people
(even in culture)

RESCUE & SECURITY

volunteers

medics, police, fire fighters,
army (“heroes”)

patients
consumers

“the state” or “Czechia”

issues (the lack of material,
problems with testing etc.)
– no one responsible

EUROPE “others are failing / in conflict”

“the ministers”
“the security council”
CHINA is helping

interior minister, prime minister

“consensual/silent we” POLITICS

The people were not represented as active citizens (taking part in decision making),
but passive subjects of law (exception: volunteers, business – innovations).
The measures were naturalized, objectifed and detached from the politics.
The solutions were commodified (“the demand for masks”, innovation).
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What is the life we want to live?

By replacing the political dimension of the pandemic with logistical,
economic and administrative discourses, it was suppressed the
awareness that the decision on how we want to live today and after
the pandemic should be a collective decision of the society.

“A public journalism that consists primarily of a conversation
between journalists and experts and that relegates citizens to a
secondary role is not likely to engage a disaffected populace. And a
public journalism that fails to raise the larger questions cannot, over
the long run, produce meaningful answers.”

J. Iggers, Good News, Bad News. Westview Press, 1999, p. 152.
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WE ARE DECIDING!

Pragmatic Objectivity
- in the crisis Czech media backs up the government, mingling the expert and political – the eﬀect of
traditional objectivity (“mere facts”)
- the dominant discourses commodify the solutions and excludes alternatives as well as the collective
decision-making
- we need the pragmatic objectivity, testing hypotheses, presenting alternatives, discussing “la vie
bonne”
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